




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Consideration of a production procedure in poster making
Yohko YOSHIDA
【abstract】
    There are many times in our daily lives when we encounter posters. In the train, for example, we see colourful 
advertizements and announcements. In this closed space, looking at these banners, posters and commercials is 
inevitable. Later, when we leave the train, we realize the advertizing has stayed with us when we see a store, or a 
product that looks familiar. Today it seems there’s a demand for these graphics.
    Working with highschool fine arts students, we consider how posters and advertizements like these are 
made. With the goal of creating a poster for the School Cultural Festival or “Bunkasai”, I devised a workflow 
framework. With this the students and I could create a poster as a graphic design team. Each student is tasked 
with one aspect of the poster, based on their strongest skills. Students who are interested in lettering look 
after scribing, students who’re attracted to painting create interesting textural elements, and so on. Using this 
framework with such tools as “yes/no” charts for choosing versions, students can move forward efficiently. This 
allows a captivating poster to be created effectively and collectively.
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